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SuNihiiAIly 

FOUr slW~%%-~ing free-fligh t models were used to invcstigato the local 

pressure fluctuatmns, skin-fricticn and static- prcssurcs across OM spanwise 

station unaer ver37ing coalitions of lift ma ?,isch number. At Nach numbers 

bctneen 0.8 ana l-2 a dell-estzblishcd free-vortex flow ~ss a~hiaved over the 

uppzr surface. T%e intention nas to deternine the ratlo between the 

intcnsiti~ 3f tho pressdw fYdcD2,tions and the 10231 sldn-friction under 

conditions of atthea and scpsraied flows. 

While ncasurenonts of masonable quality were obtained, the inherent 

limitations of the tclmetry sys2-e~ did not allow a sufficiently broad. band 

of pressure-fluctuaclon frequenmes to be masured so that the relationship 

i;ith skin-friction could not be determine& Therefore, 3. detailed analysis 

of the results ana comparlaon with other expetimental OS theoretical aats has 

not been attenpted. But the present results are consIdered to be a useful 

and signlf~cant addition to the rather nertgre experinental data that exists 

on this subject, partmdsrly because they were obtamea in con&itions free 

from flow imperfactzons suck as free-stream turbulence which exist in most 

wind-tunnels. 

-  __I_-- - - - -  

* Replaces R.A.E. Technice. Report 66339 -  A.R.C. 29059 
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1 INTRoDuCTION 

e The existence of pressure fluctuations on the surface of an aircraft or 

missile may have importznt repercussions on certain aspects of the design. 

For example, the fluctuations nay manifest tnemselves as noise in tie audio- 

frequency band and thus req.&o special acoustic insulation for the cabin, 

or they may excite structural vibrations leading towards fatigue failure of 

particular components such as skin panels. Such pressure fluctuations may 

arise from scvorsl diffcrcnt types of flow, 

(i) turbulo::ce ritlxn an attached boundal-J layer 

(ii) an umtcaay soparatua flow 

(iii) Jet noise. 

This paper is mainly concerned with an investigation into the pressure 

fluctuations under the 1eaCin g-eiige vortices that lie above a slender ining at 

incidence. In this case there will be iwessure fluctiiations arising from 

turbulence velocities within the local boundaq layer but the possibility 

exists that the vortices thenselves might have unsteady components that induce 

additional fluctuating pressure loads on the ping. 

Sane early lc+speeh experlxents ma&z by OYren 1 in the R.A.E. 11; ft lon- 

turbulence tur.nel ha& suggest& that this was the case and that, immediately 

under the vortex cores, there was a mrrm regmn whers the Fluctuating 

pressures xere about t&we ti-.cs the amplitude of those expectedfrorn the local. 

bouxiary layer. The present tests were thore3re ma&3 to investigate the 

phenomenon at transonio speeds and at supersonic speeds up to JI = 2, 

The experimental investigation of such pressure fluctuations is fraught 

nlth difficulties. XrstQ beceuse of the izstrwentation problems involved 

in measuring low-amplrtd.c prxsure fluctuations over a very wide frequency 

band end secondly, because of dlffltulties in analysing and interpreting the 

esperimontaldata. End-tunnoi tests x-else the additional problem of 

discriminating betxeon the pressures under investigation and extraneous effects 

arising from unsteadiness in the xsin-stream flow. Special r&d tunnels2 have 

enablea reasonably reliable results to be obtalnod at subsonic speeds but 

attempts to use the R.A.E. 8 ft x 8 ft supersonic wind turnel have been largely 

unsuccessful because of Se spurious szgnds srising fro% the background 

vibration and +xrbulenoe. There was, therefore, an obvious advantage to be 

gained by conducting such ex>srimcnts on free-flip+ r,odels. As well as 
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avoiding the background turbulence problem, free-flight tests can be made at 

much higher Qnamic prossurcs so that the fluctuating pressures become larger 

ana therefore easier to measure. On the other hand nw problems arise from 

the need to telemeter the mcasuremcnts. 

The present Report &scribes the tests made on four geometrically iaenticd 

models of an i&eslisecX slcnacr-wing aircraft configuration. mhe~e m0ad3 

t~crc originally &?signeZ for experiments on dynamic stsbility and on the second 

model in the present series stability tests ivero, in fact, being made 

simultaneously with tnc mcssurcncnts of fluctuating pressure although the 

results sre not ai30b3sOa hmc. These attczpts on the first two n0ad3 to 

measure fluctuating pressures wre of an exploratory nature, sna mere primarily 

intended to see whothor such experiments couli? successf'ully be pcrformd. in 

free-flight. Both of these moacls were instrumontoa to mcasurc the pressure 

fluctustiow at one point only on th o wing surface unaor the Ieating-edge 

vortex. The results were encouraging enough to justify tiic building of a 

thira maad which was c$uippoa to measure the fluctuating pressures at four 

points along one spanwise line find, simultancoualy, the local skin-friction 

at two of them. The significance of ths skin-friction measurements was to 

establish whether or not the ratio betwoon tho rma value of the presSWe 

fluctuations and the local din friction, that had been observed in some of 

the subsonic wind-tunlcl tests8 , was maintained at supersonic 3p20a.3 ana 

unbr the vortex. 9%~ roaults f'rom tie third moael couid not be intarpretcd 

properly without ame further Information on the local flow regimes over the 

wing surface. A fourth ma&cl ~53 therefore made whnhloh was indzumentaa to 

measure the static pressure aiatribution slang the same spansv~se line ana 

also the low1 flow angle at a point under the vortex correspoding to one 

of the measuring station3 for fluctuating pressure. 

When tho results fram al.1 these four models were collatea it was 

obvious that the orig:i,nsI question, do03 the vortex flow impose additional 

fluctuating pressures Co those arising within tic boundary layer, could stilE 

not be ans%erea with &y conf'ia~nce. !l!hc main limitation of the fluctuating 

pressure meesdrements was that the instrumentation systom could not hurdle 

frcquences much zbove 20 kc/s. 'fhe spectrum sotuslly moawrea is 200 c/a to 

20 kc/s and includes only about half the total turbulence energy in the flop. 

However, in spite of Lhcir limitations, the results from this series of 

free-flight tests arc worth reporting because they reproscnt some of the first 

measurements obtsined of fluctuating prcssurcs under a soparatod vortex flow 



s.t transonic ana supersonic speeds. Furthermore, the experience &sined f'rom 

these tests gives som hope that the free-flight technique can be usea to 
! 

good zdvantage in work of this :kin& providing duo consderation is given to 

designing the experimnts in such a. way that the high-frequency ltiitations 

of the tslemetry link are loss important. IThis could be achieved, for 

investigations of attached-flex conditions, by having a boundary layer of 

nuch higher Reynolds number. 

2 D%XRIPTTON OF TW MODELS 

E 

All four models were of the sane configurati.03, a general arrangement 

draming is given in X6.1. The wings were of a "sandwtich" construction, 

having a ?- inch thick aluqinlaz-Qloy centre plate formzng the planform, and 

hence the leading and trailing edges, with hollow fibre-glass mouldings glued 

above ana below to pro';i?ie the require& thickness and profile. A detechable 

hatch IXS fitted in the qper sur?ace to give access to the inshmentation 

system. (Fig.!+.) Ail tie spanwise cross-sections were simple dimonas 

formed by strtight lice @aerators froa the centre-line profile to the 

leaamg cages. Transiticn strips, coxposed of carborundum ponder ana starting 

05 inch from the leading edge aca 0.5 inch wide, were applies to the upper 

and lower surfaces along the whole length of' the leading cages. On Model 1 

the grit size was O*CO7 z3ch bu t 011 lihM.s 2, 3 and 4 it was reduce& to 

O*GO35 inch. At the trailing edge two flxea elevators providea the pitching 

monent for the requIrea tri,z condition. The two halves of the elevator were 

set at slightly different angles to Fl-CduCe 3 rolling moment so that the model 

perfomea a slw barrel roll as it flew down the range. This was necessary 

to ensure that the models did not stray o&side the range bovrdaries. On 

No&31 1 the mean elevate r az~&e was ti5 degrees, but on the subsequent models 

it was increased to 10 dcgrces. Each noEsi was accelerate& to its maximum 

velocity by a single so%&-fuel rocket notor whvhich separated at the end, of the 

boosting phase leaving the model in a 'clean conf'igurai;on for the coasting 

part of the flight while the neas,urcnents ?ere being taken. 

The models were all equipped wi+h R.A.?. sub-niiniatu~e 465 MC/S telemetry 

systems but the detail arrangur;cnts varied considerabiy from mcdel to model. 

Because the expcrinent on Hodal I pIas of a vary prclidnary nature 1-t carriea 

only a simple systsm consisting of one sizgle-chawcl tclen;atry set to transmit 

t& fluctuating pressure data from one point on the wing (0.5 Co, 0.84 s) and 

OM multi-chancel set to transmit the infomatlon from nor;nal ad 2.aters.l 
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accoleromctcrs at the o.g. ana s. normal accelerometer at the roar. The 

spanwise station for t!le fluctuating pressure transducer ws chosen to be as 

nearly under the vortex core, for nos'c of the fligX., as could be estimatea. 

Model 2 ~vas used priz~~ljr for an investigation of &ynsmi.c stability at 

lift and carried s, multi-channd telemetry set with a cwplete array of 

acculemmeters to measurs all the components of motion and a differential.- 

prcsswe probe at the nose for determin%g incidence and. sideslip. A single- 

channel telemetry set was used to transmit the fluctuating; prcssuro information 

from one point on the wing. 73ecause of the other equipment in the model this 

pressure transducer had to be sour&d firthar forward ontho wing than the 

transducer in Model 1. It mas, hoivever, piacOa at the mm non-dimensional 

spanwise posltion 0.84 s (Pig.2). The only aerodynamic difforcnce between the 

measuring stations on %oacls 1 and 2 nas therefore a small change in Reynolds 

number and s, small. difference in local leading-edge angle (24-L degrees on 

Mead I ad 26-8 aegrcca on hload 2). 

Model 3 was instrumented entirely for the investigation bf pressure 

fluctuations ana local skin-friction. T%is rcquirea a mars complicated 

telemetry system with two multi-chancel sets. The geometrio arrangement of 

tho pressure transducers an a surface-pitot tubes, for the skin-friction 
4 measurements , is shown in Fiig.2. With this arrangment of pressure 

transducers it was hoped that the inboard one, at O-5 s mo3da be in an attached 

flcv, region (Oig.5) for the whole of theflight and that the re-attachioent line 

of the primary vortex riotlla swcesp across the other three as the incidence 

increased &ring the flight. A fifth pressure transauccr was mounted at 

O-6 s in such a way that it was SodLea OZIY from any pressure variations on the 

wing surface. It therefore was sensitive to vibration forces alone and the 

intention nas that, in this wey, a qualitative idication would be obtained of 

the vibration component present in the records from the other four pressure 

transducers. In addition to the instruments shoun, the model carried normal 

ma lateral accelerometers at the 0.g. ant3 tall ana a differential pressure 

incidence/yaw probe for determining the trim conditions. 

A complete description of the transducers ana telenetry systems used for 

the fluctuating pressure measurerrents is given in Appendix A. 

Model 4 carried one multi-channel telemetry set with nor&l and lateral 

accelerometers at the c.g., a lateral accelerometer at the tail, an incidence/ 

yaw probe snd. 16 pressure transducers. Thirteen of these vere used to measure 
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the static pressure distrib&ion across the upper surface semi-span at the mid- 

chord (Fig.3) and the other three wcrc connected to surface pitot tubes, 

arranged as shcan in Eg.3. TII~ razor bathos at stations f5 and 16 were 

mounted orthogonally to each other with the intention that the localfl0W 

angle could then be rssolved from the known variation of surface-pit&pressure 

with local. flow angle 4 . 'Ihc rasor blade at station 14 was mounted at 311 angle 

which was estimated to be rou&ly nonal to the local flow under the vortex SC 

that a good measurement of the local &an-friction could be obtained. 

3 DISCUSSION CP RESULTS 

3.1 Fli&t conditions 

Although the models xere geometrically identical and boosted by the seme 

kind of rocket motor there wcro, of course, differences in their flight 

conditions. This was mainly because of the different altitudes reached 

(apogees varying between 2560 ft and 5050 ft), bdt also because of the loser 

drag of Model 1 arising from its lower trimmed lift. The time histories of 

velocity, Mach number, dynamic pressure and Reynolds number arc plotted for all 

the models in Fig.6. 

Curves showing the variation of trim lift coefficient and incidence 76th 

Mach number are given in Fig.7. !Phe sudden increase in CL and incidence as 

the models decelerate though the transoni c range 1.3 clearly cvidcnt and occurs 

mainly because of the decrease in static margin from the supersonic to the 

subsonic conditions. The lwer trm lcvcls of %odel I compared rj,th the 

other thrco follow from its srdler elevator angle (4-5 c?egrecs compared with 

IO degrees). It is evident tkoat Node1 j. trimmed at a slightly lower value 

than Hodels 2 an6 3. This is consistent with its slightly further forward 

c.g. position. 

The gcnsral level of incidcncn and lift coefficient that could be 

achieved was limc.ted by consideration of flight-path control. At Hach numbers 

belxecn 2.0 am3 1~0~9.&&3 2, 3 and I+ were flying nith a normal acceleration of 

betwon 7 and 89. As they decelerated through the iransonic region the 

normal acceleration peaked. to about 12g. This was thought to be the limit 

that could safely be used, in conjunction with the barrel-roll manoeuvre, 

bearing in mind that the models did not carry any form of self-destruction 

device that could be operated if they flem hey-end the range boundaries. 



Wind tunnel tests have shown that, for wings of this configuration, the 1 
leading-edgo vortex type of flow does not become established until the 

incidonoe has reached about 2 degrees. The curves of trim incidoncs (Pig.T(b)) 

show that this condition is not reached until the Mach nwber has fallen to 

about q-04 on Modal 1 and bot:,ocn I-4 and l-2 for Kodels 2, 3 and 4. At 
higher Hach numbers, theroforc, the pressure fluctuation would be measured in 

a region of attached flow. But as the vortex flow developed with the 3imUl- 

taneously increasing incident e and falling Mach number the r-o-attachment line 

would move across the measuring stations. At the lower Nach num,bcrs therefore 

some measurements -were obtained in the region under the vortex. 

3.2 xios PT~SSU~~S 

III Pig.B(a) a comparison is made betvrccn the rms pressures measured at 

approximately the same spanwise position on ;iodols 1, 2 3nd 3 and i%g.8(b) 

shows the spanwise variation of rms pressure measured on Node1 3. It is 

important to stress here that these values of nr.3 prc33uro do not rcpresent 

the total energy present in the turbulent flow because the instrumentation 

system could not handle pressures fluctuating at frcquencics below 200 C/S 

and above 20 kc/s. Rthin the neasurcd frequency band, however, sw~?ral 

interesting features can bc seen. Very similar results have boon obtained 

from Models 2 and 3 where the trim conditions WXT similar and the same kind 

of fluctuating prossure transducers were ussa. This oncourage one to 

believe that the whole instrclmentatlon and analysis system is giving 

consistent results. But in the case of Ho&l 1 there is a marked difference 

bolowM = I.2 where the rms pressure falls away with decreasing %ach number 

before rising wry su&dcnly indeed now 3orm.o speed. Some aspects of this 

behaviour which are evident from the spectral density di3tributions are 

discussed III paragraph 3.5. In the results from Mods1 3 (Fig,8(b)) of the 

spanwise distribution of ma pressure, three characteristics stand out. 

(I) At Mach nunbcrs below about 1.6the rms pressures at the inboard 

station, 0.5 3, aro narkodly lower than at all the other stations. This 

immodiatolji suggests that the rc-attacl~mcnt line of the primary vortex lies 

somewhere between O-5 s and O-75 s. 

(2) The curve for tne transducer at O-75 s does not follow the general 

pattern, 3,s it shows particularly high viluas at the highest and lowest 

Ilach numbers of the test. 

. 
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(3) me ms ~I-ISSUZ-~S mea~~ed at stations O-825 s and O-9 s increase 

smoothly as the Mach number falls from B = I.4 to l-2 and as the 1OCd flow 

changes from an attached to a free-vortex condition. 

The signal from the vibration monitoring transducer is at a very low 

level throughout the flight, although it increases somewhat as the Mach number 

falls and the intensity of the pressure fluctuation increases. The vibration 

ampiitude has not been subtracted. from the outputs of any of the pressure 

transducers because it is only a very crude measurement. The cum0 shown in 

Fig.8(b) represents an upper limit of the vibration signal recorded and should 

be used only as a qualitative &de in assessing the pressure measurements 

from the other transducers. Evidently the results obtained at stations 

O-75 s, O-825 s and O-9 s at the lower Maoh numbers ere little affected by anon 

spurious vibration effects. On the other hand it is impossible to obtain a 

very accurate measure of the lolv-amplitude pressure fluctuation in the attached- 

flow region at 0.5 s or at any station at Mach numbers much above 1.6. 

3.3 Local flow conditions 

A selection of the spanwisc static pressure distributionsobtained from 

Model 4 are plotted in Fig.9. The rapid development of the vortex at Mach 

numbers below l-3. corresponding to incidocncesabove 2 degrees, can be inferred 

from the rapidly increasing suotlons at the outboard stations. "he local 

peaks in the pressure distributions at O-72 s are somewhat surprising. TbY 
do not seem to have been apparent in eny other experiments and it is difficult 

to find a theoretical explannt~on for them. The experbmcntnl records out- 

board of' 0.8 s are si-?ilsr to those observed in wind-tunnel tests on slender 
5 wings . In the present results the peaks at about 0.72 s seam firmly anchored 

to the same spanwise position in spit e 3f' the clear dcvelopmont of the vortex 

flow. It does not seem likely that this is a spurious result arising from the 

malfunction of one pressure transducer since the shape of the pressure distribu- 

tion curves in this region are defined by two or three pressure measurements. 

Turning to the measurement of the local flow direction (Fig.10) it is 

evident that the vortex flow sivceps across the station at 0.825 s at about 

83 = 1.2, corresponding to an incidence of 2 degrees. Eut the very large 

local flom angle of more than 70 degrees which is indioated at incidenoes above 

3 degrees is most unlikely. In deriving this flow angle the original 

intention of resolving the measurements from the two orthogonal surface-pit& 

tubes 15 and 16 (Fig.3) could not be realised because the transducer at 
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station 15 dia noot work properly. The resolution WAS thOr0forO attemptea 

using the measurements from the surfsce pit&-tube facing the free/stream 

direction (~0.16) on the starbwira wing and-the tube angled at 41.5 aegrecs 

(No.14) on the port wing. This assumes, of course, that the flow 1s 

perfectly synnetrxal on both siaes of the ning. Further errors must 

certainly arise because these two measuring stations are not at precisely 

the same spanvrise location. But the main source of error must lie in the 

assumption that the local surface pressure varies with cos' 0. This 

relationship has been verifYe6 for locd. flow angles up to 30 degrecs 4 end 

might be extrapolztea up ta, szy &I acgrecs. But it. is certainly unjustifiable 

for angles as great as the 70 aagrees in&ode& relative to the pitot-tube at 

station 16, On the basis of oil-flom studies made on a similar wing under 

similar conditions in a wina-brie1 6 a mori: likely curve has bcon plotted in 

Fig.10. Here an assumption is made that the presentmeasuremont of the 

inoiaence and Mach number at which the losal flom starts to swing round is 

correct although the magnitude of the turning angle 1s wrong. A maximum 

flow angle, 0 = 45' hss thcrcforo beon assumed, on the basis of w;nd-tunnel 

evidence, and the smaller englzs have been re&xed in proportion. 

3.4 Relationship between locsl skin-friction and rms prossurer 

The local skin-friotion coefficients, derived fr3m the m?ssurcments 

obtained from the surface-pitot tubes, on IWtels 3 and 4 are plotted in 

Fig.11. The dotted portions of the nerves between M = 095 and I.4 are 

interpolations to cover the region within which no adequate calibration 

equations exist relating the skin friction to the surface-pit& pressure. 

On the basis of the flow direction data of Fig.10 the skin-friction 

ccmponent in the free-stream aireotion (Z?ig.:l(a)) is, of course, the skin 

friction for stations C-5 s at all Slach numbers ana O-825 s, at Mach numbers 

above l-3. At Mach numbers below I.3 the local flow persists in the free- 

stream direction at sta'cion 0.5 s but swings rouna through above 40 aegrees 

at station O-825 s. The fact that the free-stream skin-frlotion values for 

these two points are coincident at 11 = 0.95 ana 0.8 is probably mere chance. 

t 

Vhen sue dlowance is msae for the local flow angle at station 0.825 s the 

skin-friction is, of course, much higher then for the inboard station (Fig.ll(b)). ' 

It is possible to compare the measure& &x-friction with estimated 

values for the condition where the flow is attached &noe the boundary-layer 

0 RXgh estifmtes ce the local SkiPrrlctlGn are aade clnd prssented in thl.5 sectl')n. An attempt IS mBde 
t' cmmre them Nlth the ms pressura a8 It wBs thou& 8t the time the antiysls wa8 done W&t there wes 
a correlation between then. Recentunpubllshed work by Owen lndlcetes that there Would not be such a 
carrelatlon. at any Pate In the lrequency ran& Hithln which the aeasilrements rrere taken. 
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run can be defined. !i?he estimatea OUI?TB (Fig.ll(a)) has been taken from 

Ref.7 where calculations were made for an identical free-flight nodel. But 

under the vortex no attempt has been made to estimate the skin-friction since 

boundary-layer conditions are so complicated and the appropriate bounw- 

layer run is not known. Worlang baclwards, however, from the measured values 

of skin-friction (in the local-flow direction) the theoretical boundary-layer 

run would be about one inch. This is roughly the distance along a streamline 

from the re-attachment line to the messurlng station at 0.825 s which suggests 

that the boundary-layer probably starts afresh at the rc-attachment line with 

little entrainment of the thicker boundary-layer flow from the inboara region. 

The ratio between the local rms pressure and skin-friction is of 

considerable interest. Theoretical and experimental studies have indicated 

that this ratio is about two for conditions unaer a two-dimensional attached 

bounaazy-layer. Wyatt and Owen8 have tentatively shown, fYom their low-speed 

wind-tunnel tests, that the ratio is maintained under the vortex. This 

suggests that all the increase in fluctuating pressure under the vortex arises 

from the high-shear boundary-layer conditions there and that there is no 

additional component introduood from any unsteadiness in the vortex flow 

itself. In the present tests it nas hoped that a similar lint of reasoning 

could be pursued to see if this condition still held in supersonic flow. 

In Fig.12 the ratio of the local rms pressure to the local skin friction 

is plotted, from the combined results of Models 3 and 4, for the inboard 

station (O-5 s) in the region of attached flow and for one of thha outboard 

stations (o-a25 s) under the vortex. The result for the inboard station, 

where one might expect the ratio to be about 2, is clearly very low. Tine 

amount that the curve falls below,,p /T = 2 is probably indicative of the F 

enera in the turbulence spectrum above 20 kc/s that has hot been measured. 

Bearing in mind the limited frequency range, the high level of the curve of 

the outboard station is somewhat surprising. One would exqcect that the 

thinner boundary-layer in this re&on would have a larger proportion of its 

turbulent energy at the higher frequencies outside the measured band and 

therefore not incl;lded in the rms value. Does the 'measured' ratio 

@/T CA 2 under the fully Cevelopea vortex fiow below M = 1-j therefore imply 

that there is a considerable &roe of turbulence being added by the vortex 

flow? Unfortunately the uncertainties in the measurements of rms pressure 

(because of the frequency limitation) and in the measurements of skin-friction 

(because of unoertaintjj in the local flow angle) makes this question 

impossible to answer from the present tests. 
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3.5 Spectral aensitv distributions 

A small sample of all the spectral density distributions of (pressure)* 

obtained, is given in Figs.15 and 14. Comparisons are made in Fig.13 between 

the distribution at the (nearly) ccmmon station 0.84 3 and 0.825 3 on Models 
I, 2 ana 3 nhile Fig.14 3hom3 the spanwise variation3 obtained on Model 3. 

On comparing the results between the three nogels, at the transonio 

Nach number 0.97, there is little difference in the shapes of the distributions, 

apart from a small peak at 2300 c/3 on Node1 1 although there is cansiaerably 

more energ;r present in hIode I +hsn in the other two as has already been noted. 

But at BI ti l-2 the distribution from Model 1 is seen to be me.rkeCiy different 

from the others with a large part of the energy concentrated in the band 3000 

to 8000 C/S. This 'pesky' Cistribution was evident on Model 1 at all super- 

sor~c speeas although the peak collapsed quite audaenly transonically. Peaks 

of this magnitude aia not appear in any of the spectral density distributions 

from the other two moacls and they therefore probably represent a spurious 
result from the early and inferior type of pressure transducer used on Model 9. 

Bearing in mind the difficulties of the experimental technique, the 

degree of similarity bctmeen the results from Models 2 and 3 is gratifying 

and gives 3ome grounds for conf’iaence that repeatable alld meaningful results 

were being obtained. on the later models. Turning now to the more detailed 

results from Model 3 the subsonic set of curves (Fig.Q+(a)) shorn that a 

rather different speotral shape obtains in the region of attachea flow 

(y/3 = 0.5) compared, with the outboard station3 under tIhe vortsx. At this 

Mach number the inciicnce is bctwcen 5 and 6 aegmea ana 30 a strong vortex 

has been eatablishea over tho region covered by the three outermost transducers. 

It is evident that the mi&dle part of the measure& speotrw has been 'filled in' 

at these stations comparea with the inboar& one. This is rather surprising 

when we consider that the Vera high-shear flom under the vortex woula bo 

cxpectea to have a larger plrt of its energy at the hi&r frcquenoics. 

This 'filling-in' process can be traced through from tIIe results, at higher 

Mach numbers and lower inoidances (Figs.lJ+(b & c)). In fact, apart from the 
result for station 0.825 s, the trend3 of the curve3 have changed completely 

between M = O-9, a = 6" ancl M = l-8, a = 1.5". V/hen the spectra are plotted 

in a non-aimensional form (pigs.15 and 16) these trenas are not so evident 

but the non-dimensional spectra have been given to facilitate comparison with 

results from other tests. In thesc plots the frequency ha3 been non-dimension- 
alised by multiplying by the ratio, local semi-span over velocity, and the 

spectra function, 
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n P(n) = spectral density x frequency x -+ . 
4 

3.6 Limitation of the instrumentation system 

The reliability of the measurement of rms pressure snd spectral density 

from the piezoolectric transducer signals depends on having a high enough 

signsl/noise ratio at the output of the post-discriminator filter (Pig,23(C)). 

Some indication of this can be obtained by inspection of the 35 mm film record 

to see whether the isolating channels we clean, as indicated by Fig.20. 

However, this film was recorded with the nomel low pass fSter with approxi- 

mately 3000 c/s cut off, and the effect of increasing this to 2OooO c/s must 

be considered. In an F.&S. system, a frequency to voltage discriminator 

improves the signal to noise pcwor ratio by an amount given by 

where f D =maximum frequency deviation 

fK= bandwidth of the post-discrtinator filter 

f,=bsndwidth of the pm-discriminator filter. 

This improvement takes place above the discriminator threshold which 

occurs at an input slg~nal-to-nclso power ratio of approximately 12.6:1, ad 

below tlus level the output signal to ncisc ratio decreases very rapidly. 

If we now take the folloiving vdws of 

fD = 15 kc/s 

fB = 70 kc/s (120 kc/s to 190 kc/s) 

fM = 3 kc/s standard filter 

or f N = 20 kc/s special filter 

WC find an impmvcment in signal to noise power of 870 for the 3 kc/s filter, 

and 2.95 for the 20 kc/s filter. Thus, in the case of the 20 kc/s filter the 

output signal-to-noise pcwcr ratio at threshold till be 37:ct. Since the 

noise voltage output from the aiscriminafor is prcpcrtlonsl to frequency, this 

.mes.ns that, with a constant spectral density signal from the traizducer, the 



signal to noise spectral density ratio at the highest frequency, i.e. 20 kc/s 

would be 12*3:1 and at 10 kc/s the signal to nois 0 spectral density ratio would 

be 49:1. Thus at threshold we could have an errcr of approximately 2*7$ in 

total rms pressure measurement, and an error of 8% in spcotial density pressure 

measurement at 20 kc/s. For signals 1Odb above thrcshol6 these errors would 

be reduced to 0.35 for the rms measurement, and O*& for the spectral density, 
The received R.F. signal strength with raspoct to threshold is shown in 

Fig.21 for the txo transnittors of Model 3. It is seen that transmitter 2 

remained at a level of mere than 3Odb above threshold until 35 see after 

launch, whereas transmittzr 1 foil below threshold at a time of 18.6 seo and 

intexxittently after this. As a check on the noise-smplitude calculations, 

samples mere analysed from each transmitter on the launcher (i.e. with no 

transducer signal input) and also a series of sonples frcm the earthed 

isolating channels frcm trensnitter 1 were joinad together snd sndysed. aa 

one sample. Those ccverea "he time period 20.6 - 26 sco, but periods when 

receiver noise was obviously present, e.g. 23.5 see, were avoided. The 

resulting equivalent spectral. asnsity levels are shown in Fig.22. The mean 

love1 frcm the transducer at 0.825 s on the launoner, X&.22(a), is seen to 

be approximately 2 x 10m8 (psi)'/ops. When compared with the xhite noise 

oalibraticn of 8.8 x -6 IO (psi)2/cps, this gives a signal to noise ratio of 

some 400. This limit could be set in the onthodo follower ana amplifier 

stage in the model, ar in the recording ana replay equipment USC& on the 

ground . The background noise between 20.6 snd 26 set on transmitter 1 is 

shown in Fig.22(b) sna is approximately 3 x -7 10 (psi)2/cps at 20ko/s. 

The R.F. signal strength at this time was smaller than that for most of the 

other samples from the trns&doer at station 0.75 S. If we take the measured 

spectral densities ficm tiiis transducer at 2Okc/s as a comparison we have:- 

Transducer at O-75 s Background 
coise 

. 

. 

* This assumes that the R.F. signal strength ws,s equsl to that of the 

sample for background noise. 



For all the samples sho7r?i, the signal level was higher than that at the 

tine of the background noise sample so that the above fqures are pessimistic. 

If the white noise calibration level of 8*8 x 10 4 (psi)'/cps is taken 

as the full scale signal, then the calculated threshold signal to noise ratio 

of 12.3:l at 20 kc/s gives a noise spectral density of 7-2 5 10 -7 (psi)*/ops 

at threshol& This agrees well with the measured background noise spectral 

density of 3-O x ?Om7 (psi)2/cps s.t approximately jdb above threshold. 

Using the figure of 12.3:l signal to noise ratio at threshold, and 

taking account of the signal strength level with respect to threshold and the 

magnitude of the tranticer output, the follov;ing estimate has been made of 

the errors for the transducer at 0.75 s at 23 kc/s. 

* full scale taken as white noiss calibration level, 

In the case of transmitter 2, the 2.F. signal strength was more than 

3Odb above threshold for all the samples, i.e. for the transducers at O-825 s 

and O-9 s throughout the flight. In this case the signal strength conditions 

would virtually be the sane as on the launcher, an3 the limits woul& again be 
set by the oathode follow@r anal smplifler or by the ground recording and 

replay equipment. 
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4 POSSIBILITIES FOR F'J!W,X VOX 

The practic&iliOJ of using free -flight model for inaestigsfions of' 

boundary-layer pressure fluctuations has been clearly demonstratrd witi this 

series of models. There 1s a real advantage in not having any spurious 

effects from wind-tunnel turbulence superimposed on the boundary-layer 

turbulence. But the full potential of the technique cannot be realised 

unless a much more complete spectrum of the turbulence energy can be recoded 

for analysis. The tno avenues towards improvement in this airsction are, 

(a) to fly models which have a much thicker boundary--1eyer and hence 

lower turbulence fkequencies, 

(3) to improve the operat'ing characteristics of the telemetry end 

recording system 50 that higher frequenoies can be measured. 

These two possibilities ml1 now be examined in turn. 

4.1 Aerodynamic wnsifiemtlons 

If we postulate that, say 857" of the total turbulence energy must lie 

within the frequency range 200 - 20000 c/s xe my calculete the boundary- 

leyer thic'kness appropriate to this spectrum and hence the boun&ry-layer 

run requirea. Such calculat;ons bzsed on a rough estimate of the spectrum 

show that for free-strews velocity of 2000 ft/sec, a bcunaary-layer run of 

about 14 ft would be adequate. This would. be very easy to achieve for the 

attached-flo-N along a simple free-flzght no&l such as an ogive-cylinder but 

it is probably impossible to achieve, on any reasonably-sizea model, for the 

portion of the bounaazy-layer unaer a separated vortex. 

It ~culd therefore seen sensible to tackle, at least, the simple 

attache&flow type of boundary-layer experment in free-flight. me mOael 

could herely be an ogive cylid.er about 20 ft long and, ssy 2 ft diameter 

housing an internal, non-soparatmg rocket motor. Fluotuatizg-pressure 

an6 skin-friction transducers could be space& at intsrvsls along the length 

of the body if simultaneous r.easurements at different Bzynolas nu;nbers were 

requirea. One problem might be the excitation of sizeable boQ vibrations 

from the separate& turbulent base-flow: the bass vroT.Cd have to be blunt, to 

accommoaatc the rocket-motor nozzle whereas, with the present series of delta 

v;ings, a clean trailkg-edge separation was assure& If this problem should 

materCLise some imprcvcnent could probably bz made by chsnging the type of 

base-separation to a mCltieycle vortex @pe by suitably sheping the sfter- 

body. 



4.2 Instrumentation oonsiderations 

The upper fraquency limit of the present technique 1s set by the 

frequency of the sub-carrier arid the method of recording. Thus if we set a 

limit of 5 kc/s betiveen the hzghcst signal or modulation frequency, and the 

lovest of the frequenciss of the modulated carrier (this dsterminos the sharp- 

ness of the out off of the post discriminator filter), we have ap~roxi?lateIy 

F = (fM + 5) + 2(fD + f& 

where F 1 max. frepency which can be recorded 

fa! = max. signal frequency 

fD = frequency deviation. 

For 

B = ICO kO/S 

we have for 

fD = 5 kc/s, fH = 28 kc/s fB = z(fD + flL) = 66 kc/s, 3 = o-075 

fM 

f2 f 
fD = 10 kc/s, fkl = 25 kc/s fB = 2(fD + fi,$ = 70 :cc/s, "" = o-45 

fhi 

fD = 15 kc/s, fi fB flf = 22 kc/s fa = 2(fD + fnl, = 74 kc/s, -y-- = q-5. 

fM 

The va.luo3 used in practice were 

fD = 15 kc/s fna = 20 kc/s fB = 70 kc/s fii fB - = T-98 

Thus by accepting a worse signal to noise ratio at threshold it would 

be possible to extend the upper frequency limit to 28 kc/s with the present 

tape retorting equpmont. 

Several alternatives ere possible if it 1s required to extend the upper 
frequency limit of the tests still further. The same signal to noise 

improvemeat at threshold could be mamta5ed by increasing all three frequencies 



f D, fB and fM in the same ratio, but the pre-discriminator signal to noise 

will be proportional to l/r,, i.e. threshold will take place at a larger R.F. 

signal input. Modifications will be needed to the pre and post discriminator 

falters, and a higher frequency tape recorder will be required. (Alt erna- 

tively for the mider bandwidth system, the recording could be made after the 

frequency/voltage discriminator In real time, when the present recorder would 

enable frequencies up to 100 kc/s to be recorded.) For higher frequencies 

still, there is the possibility of using the S.R.D.E. or 450 type telemetry 

in its single channel forzn, together with a Rdeo tape recorder. The air- 

borne equipment for this is much larger than for the 465 system, sna vi&o 

tape is only available at Xoomera. (Increased transmitter power nda also 

be necessary.) 

!?he other approach of choosing a thicker boun&ry layer has the 

disadvantage that the magnitude of pressure fluctuation will also be lower 

ana the limiting factor would be the noise of the amplifier first stage. 

A rough assessment of the amplifier noise can be given by assuming that the 

noise generating resistor is the 2 F!Q in the gria and the cathode follower, 

then 

E2 = 4kTRB 

where E = noise voltage, k = Boltzmann's constant., T = absolute temperature, 

R = resistance and B = banawiath. Assuming B = 20 kc/s, this gives 

E = 18 pv. 

If the noise figure of * &he first valve is 6ab, then the total noise voltage 

will be 36 PV. Thus for a S/N ratio of lOO:l, the lowest signal voltage 

which could be measure& wxiLd be 3.6 DIV. This compares with the present 

level of 125 mV for full scale in Node1 3. Estimates shorn that a 2:l 

reduction in rms presswe woulJld be consistent with the increase& boundary 

la;rer run suggested in Section 4.1, and hence amplif‘ior noise should not be 

a problem. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Measurements mere obtained of the pressure fluctuations under regions 

of attached ana separated-vortex types of flow over the Mach numbor range 

O-8 to l-8. But the limitations of the instrumentation system precludea 
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measurements at frequencies above 20 kc/s where much of the turbulence energy 

lies. This limitation 853 not allow aqy mesningful comparison with measure- 

ments of the local skin-faction coefficients to be made and so the main 

purpose of the tests 00da not be realised. 

It would be ~011 worth-v?hh;le, however, continuing invostieations of this 

type in free-fLlight if the work is limited to measurements at high boundary- 

layer Reynolds numbers. It should be possible to do this for attachea flows 

on simple non-lifting boaics of rcvoldtion. 



INSTRUMB~ATION FOR KEASURIXG FLUCTJATING PRESSURES 

A.1 Requirements 

The instrumentation requirements were based on the low-speed measurmonts 

obtain&l by Owen in the R.A.E. II-$ ft low turbulence tunnel. These indicatea 

that the magnitude of the pressure fluctuation would be about 0.5 psi rms and 
the peak pressures :mul& occur in the frequency range 10 kc/s to 20 kc/s 

depending on Mach number. Ground equipment considerations e.s discussed 

later, set the upper limit of frcquenoy measurement at 20 kc/s ena a lower 

limit of 100 c/s to 200 o/s vies chosen. 

A.2 Transducers 

The transducers use&in the models were circular disc piczoeloctrio 

bimorphs9. The one used in Model 1 bias rim-clamped and subsequent trans- 

ducers wero all centre supp0rtea (Fig.17). Their eleotriosl cheracteristios 

were a3 follow. 

Capacity Natural 
td0ad Location 

Sensitivity Diameter 
I+* frequency 

kc/s 
v/Psi inches 

I 
3 I 

I / 0.6 S i 167 i 87 / o-33 

It can be seen that the rim-damped transducer in Node1 1 had a lsrger 

diameter, higher capacity, and a lower natural frequency than the remaining 

transducers. The sensitivity to strain transmitted through the boay is less 

in the case of the oentro supported &SOS, as also is tho temperature 

sensitivity, &ue to tho comparative isolation of the plozoeleotrio element 
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from the body. The transducers were calibrated in a small shock-tube by 

applying a known steppressure change to them. The pressure equivalent to lg 

accelsration normal to the plane of the plate is 5.3 x IO -3 lb/in', for both 

types of transducer. 

A.3 Cathode follower, smpllficr and filter 

The expected pressure fluctuation level was approximately 0.5 lb/in' rms 

and since the voltage input needed by the telemetry system was 2.5 volts, an 

amplification of 8 was selected for the first nodcl. The amplification used 

for subsequent transducers was based on the results obtained from Model I, and 

on the position of the transducer in the model. The input impedance of the 

amplifiers was determined by the capacity of the individual transducer, and 

by the lcwest-frequency pressure fluctuation to be measured. Thus in the 

case of the centre-supported transducers, an input impedance of IO m gave a 

reduction in gain of 3 at IOC c/s compared with that at 1000 c/s. A cathode 

follower of IO MR inpat impedance was used for all the transducers, but the 

lo;+frequency respcnso was deliberately degraded in Model 1, by feeding through 

a 100 ppl? capacitor, so as to give a quick recovery time. The cathode 

followers slso had to handle, without overloading, any large outputs from the 

trans&cers due to "ringing" of the crystal at its natural frequency. 

Although the ringing frequency would be well above the recording range of the 

rest of the equipment, distortion in the cathode follovcr could give rise to 

spurious frequencies caused by the "envelope" of the ringing. The cathode 

followers were in fact capable of handling inpxix of 2UV peak-to-peak without 

distortion. LCK-pass filters were designed to go between the cathode 

follower and amplifYor stages so as to pass frcqucncies up to 20 kc/s and out- 

off the crystal natural frequency, again to avoid distortion due to over- 

loading in the ampliflcr stage. M - derived filters mere used with damping 

resistors to remove transient effects. The complete circuits for the cathode 

follower, filter and amplifier stage for K&l1 are show in ~ig.18. In the 

subsequent models, the filter cut-off frequency end amplifier gain were 

adjusted to suit the particular transducer and the expected pressure input. 

A.4 Stitching arranjiencnt in Hodel 3 

The switching arrangcwnt for Model 3 is shcm in Fig.19. The minimum 
duration of the sample was determined at O-5 set by the low-frcquoncy limit of 

the pressure fluctuations and by the SPADA equipment used for the analysis IO . 

Each transducer ylas connected to its own cathode follower, filter and 
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amplifier, and the amplifier outputs were sampled et approximately 1 se0 

intervals. The information from the transducers at stations 0.5 s and 

0.75 s was relayed by transmitter No I . , ~a from the transducers at 0.825 a 

an8 0.3 s by transmitter No.2. Isolating channels were interposea between 

the transducers for identification purposes. one of those -was Oarthea, and 

the other was connect& to the output of a 24-channel kgh-speed switch 

(a0 c/s). Thus it was possible to monitor accelcrntions ad skin-friction 

pressure measurements for pc-rioas of l/12 seo at intervals of 1 sea on each 

transmitter in turn. The 'aummy' pressure transaucer at O-6 s was also 

sample& by the high-sped switch. Since however the sampling time was OdY 

l/200 see, a full spectral and&s was not possible but an approximate rpms 

value cowla be determined.. A qualitative assessment of the vibration 

amplitiaes experience& by the four active pressure transducers ooula be made 

by comparison with the dummy one (Mg.20). 
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Anpendix B 

At the ground retorting station the telemetry signel was passed through 

a frequency/voltage discriminator and a low-pass filter before being reCOrded 

on film and tape. A short sample sf the film record from Moaol J is shown in 

Fig.20. The film speed vas 96 inohcs/sec an& the reco?~Is from tho HOW 

piesoelcctric transducers and isolating channels can be seen. This record 

was used for the anslysis of data transmitted via the high-speed switch, i.e. 

accelerations, inciticncc and yaw moesuremnts, skin-friction, and 32.30 for 

the piesooloctric transducer usea for vibration monitoring. The film record 

was rilso used as an indication of the reliability of the output from the 

piozoslectric pressure trsxsducers. The record rcprGtuce& in Fig.;ZO(b) 

shows that transmitter No.2 ma3 wor3dng satisfactorily, but that the signal 

from transmitter No.1 wa3 being masked by receiver noise. The nature of a 

signal contairong receiver noise is aeon to be noticeably different from a 

genuine trans&ccr 0utpti.t. This sample 0~53 rccorde-3 at 19 seconds, (M = O-Y), 

when the signel strength fromtrsnlsn?itter Ilo. first dropped below the 

receiver threshold (Fig.2l(n)). 

The final input required for SPADE is 4 inch amplitude-modulated 

magnetic tape, 3rd the frequency range of onsly is 10 o/3 to 10 kc/s. 

The Aberporth range recording facilities inclu& & inch magnc'Xc tape at 3 

h.d~a speei3 of 60 ixshcs//sec. T!IC normal. airborne sub-carrier i3 

frequency-modul.ated by the signal output at a mean froquoncy of 145 kc/s and 

with a frequency deviation of 215 kc/3. This frequency is translated after 

reception, to 50 kc/s +I5 kc/s, and recorded on the & inch tape at 60 inches/ 

sec.* 

By repl;iying the $ inch tape at 30 inchos/soc through a frequency/voltage 

discriminator followed by a low pass filter with 10 kc/3 cut-off, the 

frequencies of the original prc33ure fluctuations were divided by 2 and 

recorded on 1 inch tape for SPADA analysis. Pressure fluctuation frequencies 

up to 20 kc/s were thus recorded as frequencies up to IO kc/s, a~ld O-5 aeo of 

flight time became I.0 see of SPADA tape time. A block diagrsm of the 

complete system is shoi+n in Fig.23. 

* A synchronisation frequency at 186 kc/s is usually used xith th5.3 telemetry 
system and to accommodate this, the talsmetr~ bandwidth is 120-190 kc/s. In 
order to make maximum u3c of this available bandwidth, the mean frequency ~33 
set to I55 kc/s and the freqwncy deviation kept at 15 kc/s to allow for the 
20 kc/s modulation frequency. 
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ANALYSIS TECHRIQUX X?R FLUC'WATING TRESSURES 

The analysis of the piezoelectric transducer outputs was &one by means 
10 of SPADA . (Spectral Density and Amplitude Distribution Analyser.) 

This andyser covers the frequency range 10 c/s - 10 kc/s, but because of the 
recording technique described in Appendix B this corresponds to 20 c/s - 20 kc/s 

for the transducer frequencies. The signal to be analysed is recorded on &inch 

magnetic tape at 16 cm/sea and is replayed at a speed whioh varies continuously 

from 160 cm/see to 16 cm/set through three fixed frequency filters tith centre 

frequencies at 100 c/s, 1000 c/s and 10000 c/s and relative bandwidths 

( 9 
6 =$ of o-25, 0.12 and O-58 respectively, A 15 second sample is the 

/ 
longest one which csn be analysed and shorter samples are made up to the same 

iength tape loop by the addition of blank tape. A sampling error is intro- 

duced if the sample time ls too short and a minimum time of 0.5 set of flight 

time i.e. 1-O set of analyser time was used. The spectrd. density of the 

signd. is obtained in the form 

where y(t) 
L- -I 

f 2gt2 denotes the vibration time finotion recode.3 over the 
-f,$, 

perioa t, - t2 in the frequency range f, - f2 and ;? is the average vsluc of 

the speotrsldensity within these limits. The analyser proauoes a plot of 

the spectral density of the signal against frequency, and this is compared with 

a Similar plot for the spectraldensity of a white noise source of knonm 

amplitude recorded through the same complete system. A Dawe instruments 
white noise generator with 20 kc/s cut-off was used, end this was connected to 

the cathode follower input instead of each piesocleotrio transauocr in turn. 

Tho resulting signal was recorded shortly before firing in the seme way as the 

flight record. Because of the shape of the cut-off of the filter in the 
white noise generator, the spectral density of the source was not constant 

up to 20 kc/s. A correction therefore had to be applied to the spectral 

density distribution obtained from each of the pressure transducers to allow 

for this offoct, 
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SYMBOLS 

centre line chord 

semi span 

lift coefficient 

Mach number 

skin friction 

angle of incxience 
1 spectral density x frequency x 7 

dynamic pressure 
maximum frequency deviation 

bsndw~dth of post discriminator filter 

bmnawidth of pm-discriminator filter 

marvlmum frequency of tape recorder 

Boltmann's constant 

average value of spectral bxmi~ 
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